Translation of 109 high speed trials
Spring 1943
Plane: 109 F with G wings W.Nr. 9228
Original german text is included.
What is so special about the 109 horizontal stabilizer trim?
Like modern jets the complete horizontal stabilizer moves when the pilot manipulates the
trim-wheel.
Maybe you wonder about the mentioned
trim tabs later in the text. These were fixed
trim tabs and not moveable by the pilot . They
were bent by the ground crews at the first
flights. So the Me 109 was pre-trimmed for
cruising speed.
The red part of the tailfin is the vertical trim tab,
it is labelled with
“Nicht anfassen” –
“Do not touch”. The elevator trim tabs are
marked by the dotted line and labelled with
the same text.

I hope you will enjoy reading this document, despite any errors in
translation there may be.
Have fun!
Original german test from:
www.109lair.com

Translated
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Cause:

1.

Explanation of accidents in the front-line units. (Over-compensation of
the aileron controls and insufficient elevator authority at high mach
numbers).

2.

The proof of aircraft stability at high mach numbers with aircraft W.Nr.
9228. This aircraft is used by the DVL for high speed pressure
distribution tests on the wings.

Execution
of the test:

Condition of
the aircraft:

The Plane ME 109 F W.Nr. 9228 was used for these tests. An
ejection seat is build in as an additional equipment. To get an exact
documentation about the achieved figures, the instruments were
photographed and speed & altitude were recorded by an Askaniadevice. To reduce the risk of pilot over-compensation, the control
movement was limited to 50% of the reference movement of the
ailerons.
For the first test flights the plane was in the standard condition of a
109F with G-wings, except for the movement limitation of the ailerons
and the ejection seat.
For tests above a certain speed (refer to results) stabilizer was
changed to a larger one. (This enlarged vertical stabilizer will be
incorporated in the 109G production series)
The elevator trim tab is enlarged in surface area by 100% compared to
the standard version. The horizontal stabilizer trim is limited in its
upwards range of motion to +1°15 by a stop unit.
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Official in charge: Kalinowski
Pilot: Schmid L.
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Maximum values reached at a starting altitude of 10,7 km over
sea level and a flight weight of 2900 kg. The dive was initiated at
horizontal speed of Va = 240 km/h (IAS) and horizontal stabilizer trim
set to +1°15', peeling off and 100% Power.
The angle of the dive was of 70-80° (as reported by the pilot).
Maximum IAS

Vamax = 737 km/h at 4.5 km

Maximum TAS

Vwmax = 906 km/h at 5.8 km

Maximum mach number

Mmax =0,805

at 7.0 km

Curves for Va (IAS), Vw (TAS), H (altitude) and t (temperature)

At the dives with the above mentioned figures an oscillation around
the longitudinal axis appeared after the enlarged tail was installed.
These movements are possibly a result of overcompensation by the
ailerons at high mach numbers. It was not possible for the pilot to
reduce this movement around the longitudinal axis with the ailerons
because the stick was moving from one extreme position to the other.
The rudder was also generally ineffective and only in the central
position did small rudder forces exist. The over-sensitivity and
resulting overcompensation of the ailerons decreased when speeds
were reduced. More tests on the overcompensation of the ailerons at
high mach numbers will be done, and an addendum with the results
will follow.
With the smaller vertical stabilizer, which incorporates a horn mass
balance; movements around the yaw axis started even at lower
speeds. After conversion to the taller tail they disappeared.
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The first flights were pre-tests to the high-speed flights. They were done with a
throttle position equivalent to a boost of 1.0 at sea level. The first tests
demonstrated that at speeds over Va=650 km/h the plane lost stability
(at median centre of gravity). Movements, starting at the vertical stabilizer;
appeared around the yaw and longitudinal axes. Nine test flights were
performed with the usual smaller tail with a horn mass balance. (Flight report
Nr. 879/270). To reduce the instability around the yaw axis the stabilizer of
Me109 W.Nr. 14026 was attached to W.Nr. 9228 (the vertical stabilizer
destined for the 109 G production model).

After the conversion the plane
was flown to the values that can
be seen in the curve sheets. No
further movements at the yaw
axis were exhibited.
In the test flights it became
apparent that the application of
horizontal stabilizer trim has a big
influence on elevator forces in a
dive. To reduce the influence of
trimming on the results (indicator
has a insufficient level of
resolution), a stop unit was build
in and the horizontal stabilizer
was moved until it reached the
stop.
During first flights the position of
the stop unit was at +1°45'. The
elevator forces at this stabilizer
position were not sufficient to
reach a dive angle greater than
60° at 100% power. Therefore,
the surface area of the static
trim tab was doubled.
In the following flights a force
reversion was noticed at the
reached speeds.
To pull out of the dive the possible steering force was insufficient, so it was
necessary to use the horizontal stabilizer trim (big impact of the horizontal fin).
But pulling out with the horizontal stabilizer trim is a potential danger (high g
acceleration increase in the pull-out) so dive recover should be achieved
without changing the position of the horizontal stabilizer.
(the development of forces in the dive is shown in flight report Nr. 901/274 chart
sheet 2 in the addendum of the report).
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As a result the stop unit setting was changed to +1°15'. At the beginning of a
dive, greater force in pushing the control column forward was necessary with
this setting, but it decreased as the dive went on, until zero force was reached.
A force reversal did not appear in any further test. Pulling out of a dive was
possible without changing stabilizer position. (Flight report Nr. 901/274 chart
sheet 2 in the addendum of the report). All the values of the charts are flown
with this horizontal stabilizer setting of +1°15'.
In the last test flight a oscillation at the lateral axis appears, probably because
of overcompensation at the ailerons. This overcompensation at high speeds will
be investigated in further tests and the the results will be added in the
addendum of this document.
Complaints resulting from the tests:
At high speed the horizontal stabilizer trim is very easily moved in the "tail
heavy” direction but difficult in the “nose heavy” direction. At high altitudes with
correspondingly lower temperatures, the lubricating grease of the jackscrew
became stiff. Movements of the horizontal stabilizer were only possible with
a lot of force and were jerky. Attention should be paid to using cold resistant
grease only.

Augsburg, 15th of April 1943
FEV/Kal/Ka.
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Pilot
S c h m i d L.

F l i g h t r e p o r t Nr. 879/270
Bf 109, W.Nr. 9228, TH + TF
Days:

From the 28th January till 4th February 1943 – total 9 flights.

Duty:

Investigation of the flight characteristics.

Result:

The first flights were made with a throttle position equivalent to a boost of
1.0 at sea level. (automatic propeller pitch). With a dive angle of 45° from
8.5 km altitude over sea level a speed of IAS-Va= 730 km/h at 4 km was
reached. The trim setting of + 1.0° (cruising speed) had to be changed
0.5° more nose heavy, because without this the pilot's strength is
insufficient to hold this speed. In dives with throttle beyond speeds of
TAS- Vw 800 km/h the plane was no longer stable around the yaw axis.
Simultaneous movements about the longitudinal and lateral axis are
superimposed. The plane makes canoeing movements. Someone might
be lead into the temptation of countersteer with the ailerons. It is
supposed that many of the previous accidents were caused by fact that
the steering corrections were not made with the rudder. In dives at idle
and an angle of 60° an IAS Va=700 km/h at 5 km was reached. No
stability problems occurred. Because of the lower outside temperature
compared with the previous flights, the horizontal stabilizer trim froze (at
9km over sea level). It was just fitfully moveable with a lot of force applied
to the trim-wheel. In dives it was no longer moveable because of the
added force of the air.
In a full throttle dive despite previous trim to +1.7° just 30° angle and
IAS Va = 650 km/h at 6 km altitude was reached because the elevator
trim was frozen, and the stick force was too high to push it farther forward
During the last flights all canopy windows iced at an altitude of 5 km.
For a greater increase in speed following things are demanded
1.) Enlarged tail as planned for 109 G
2.) Limitation of the aileron movement to 50% of the current reference
movement if overcompensation occurs.

Augsburg, 6th February 1943
signed. Caroli
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Flightreport Nr. 901/274.
Bf 109, W.Nr. 9228, TH + TF
Days:

From 15th February until 12th March 1943. A total of 14 flights.

Duty:

Estimation of the end diving speed.

Situation of
the plane:

Results:

Enlarged vertical tail without horn mass balance ( planed for 109G), the
ailerons control movement is limited to 50% of the reference movement.
The trim tab at the elevator is enlarged in wing direction by 100%
compared to the standard version.
Unlike the earlier flights with the horn mass balance tail (q.v. flight report
Nr. 879/270) the plane was stable at the yaw axis up to the highest
speeds. At the last flight an oscillation at the longitudinal axis occurred
cause of erratic force developing at the ailerons. Reached speed was IAS
Va = 737 km/h at 4.5km after peeling off at 10,7km over sea level with
continuous 100% throttle in a 70-80° dive. It followed from the analysis
that this was TAS Vw = 906km/h and a mach number of 0.8
( alt H = 7.4km, t = -33.5°C).
This trials started with idle dives (automatic propeller pitch, n = 1500) to
estimate an horizontal stabilizer trim setting, that makes it possible to
recover a dive with the stick. This setting was +1°15' and was blocked in
direction nose heavy by a stop unit to assure to have the same settings
at every flight. Highest speed after peeling off at 10.5 km height above
sea level in a 70-80° dive was IAS Va = 745 km/h at 3.8 km (analysis TAS
Vw = 880 km/h).Following force development at the elevator was noticed:
After peeling off,force into direction “pull” because this trim setting is nose
heavy at cruising speed, when the speed increase “push” to keep the
plane at the angle of dive till TAS Vw = 850 km/h was reached, then the
force was reducing till zero reached. After this the plane was pulled out of
the dive just using the stick. (Chart) Without peeling off and just pushing
the stick forward it takes to long till the planes is taking speed, and it is not
possible to hold the angle of dive. If you trim the elevator just 0.5° more
nose heavy the force in direction push is less, but it is not possible to
recover just by using the stick, it is necessary to use the horizontal
stabilizer trim (Chart). At high speed the horizontal stabilizer trim is heavy
and just jerkily moveable. Flaring out is soft at the beginning, but it´s
increasing a lot during the course by itself.
Unlike the idle dives, it was not possible to hold the angle of dives at full
throttle with the same trim setting, cause the upward torque of the
engine. Trim tabs were set to nose heavy to reach a similar force
development, like in idle dives.
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The oscillation at the longitudinal axis started when the plane began to
hang to the right side at high speed. Ailerons to the left equal this effect.
However then the force in this direction reduced and the plane began to
roll to the left. Immediately this movement was countered with ailerons to
the right. The plane rolled to the right, ailerons to the left let the plane roll
to this side again and so on. These oscillations stopped, when after
pulling out the speed was reduced. Limiting the control movement of the
ailerons avoid to much control throw.
Augsburg, 17th March 1943
FEP/Schm/He.

Signed Caroli

signed Baur

signed Schmid L.

Elevator force developing
Dimension is shown
at the flightpath
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